NNMC Honorary Degree Nominee Form

Please use this form to nominate NNMC honorary degree candidate. Please submit this form via email (email: sadia.ahmed@nnmc.edu).

Eligibility of Nominee: The highest completed degree of the nominee cannot be higher than an Associate Degree in any given field.

**Name of Nominee** *(required)*

**Nominee’s Address** *(if available)*

**Nominee’s Telephone** *(if available)*

**Nominee’s Connection to NNMC** *(required)*
Rationale for Nomination (required)

Name of Nominator (required)

Nominator’s E-mail Address (required)

Nominator’s Mailing Address (required)

Nominator’s Telephone (required)
**Date of Nomination** *(required)*

The nominators will receive email notification.

*After nominees are selected and email notifications are sent out,* each nominator of the selected nominee will need to provide the following documents via email (email: sadia.ahmed@nnmc.edu).

a. A letter from the nominator and supporting documentation detailing why the candidate is worthy of an honorary degree from NNMC.

b. The candidate’s curriculum vitae or a biographical statement

c. At least three letters of recommendation from three individuals.

d. The nominator’s relationship with the candidate, including potential or perceived conflicts of interest.